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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Russia And Egypt Could Produce The Draw 

Russia made a great start to their World Cup with a 5-0 win over Saudi Arabia while 
Egypt lost to nil to Uruguay. On that basis any sensible punter would be all over the 
hosts to pick up three points when the teams meet today and be the first team to 
qualify for the last 16. However, the bare facts do not tell the full story. Saudi Arabia 
are one of the weakest teams in the tournament and it was a late goal that clinched 
the win for Uruguay against an Egypt side that did not risk Mo Salah at any stage. 
There is unlikely to be a complete turnaround in form but Egypt can secure a DRAW 
and that outcome is 11/5 with Betfair. 


Poland played 10 games in qualifying and not one of those fixtures produced less 
than three goals. When statistically only one in five matches at this level see three 
goals or more that must be the statistic of the day. However, it doesn’t help in trying 
to identify the team most likely to win the match between Poland and Senegal. 
Poland are vulnerable at the back but their best player, Robert Lewandowski, was 
the top scorer in the Bundesliga last season. He has failed to deliver at the last two 
European Championships. Despite the temptation to tip more than three goals the 
bet is LEWANDOWSKI to score at any time at 11/10 with Ladbrokes.


Colombia look like the bankers of the three favourites to win their match against 
Japan today. The underdogs have not prevented the opposition from scoring in their 
last 13 matches. Four South American teams have played in this World Cup so far 
and none have done anything special which means Europe is a stronger favourite to 
be the winning continent. James Rodrigeuz will be fit to play and that confirms the 
belief that COLOMBIA are the team to back at 7/10 with Coral.  


I’m not sure if the Queen is interested in all this football nonsense but today she 
begins her favourite week of the year because it’s the first card of the Royal Ascot 
meeting. There is no standout banker on the first day and the feature St James’s 
Palace Stakes (4.20pm) looks an open contest. WITHOUT PAROLE is more about 
potential than proven form but the horse can give Frankie Dettori a winner at his 
favourite meeting and the best odds are 3/1 with William Hill.  
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CHANNON, VARIAN And JOSEPH O’BRIEN Look Hot - 
By High Roller Racing


The three trainers in our weekly title are looking as if they are going to churn 
out a lot of winners in the coming days and coming weeks of the season. With 
Royal Ascot imminent then take notice of these inform trainers.


HIGH ROLLER RACING IS ALSO VERY HOT WITH 6 WINNERS OUT OF 7 
SELECTIONS LAST WEEK… CLICK HERE TO FOLLOW THIS TEAM TOO!


Mike Channon the ex footballer has a number of entries at Royal Ascot 
including Adorable who needs to ‘get her toe into the ground’ so the going 
may determine if she runs in the Coronation Stakes. Channon who has kept up 
a brisk turn out of winners through the turf season has other chances too with 
Dans Dream, Kinks and Bungleinthejungle… who won the Hilary Needler two 
year old trophy at Beverley last time out. Channon has a good yard and should 
not be underestimated.


Roger Varian has been in decent form but has yet to add a Royal Ascot 
Group1 winner to his list of success’s. Alytn Orda holds a chance after running 
well in the Nell Gwyn Stakes and the 1,000 Guineas on two runs this season. 
Stats show that Varian does better with horses four and over so bearing that in 
mind Sharja Bridge, Barsanti and Defoe should not be underestimated at all. 
Watch carefully for Rogers entries and runners. He seems to be getting a few 
winners using David Egan’s 3lbs claiming allowance here and there.


Joseph O’Brien May be running almost the same amount of horses that his 
dad Aidan is running at Royal Ascot this year. Joseph will have a powerful yard 
in the years to come. He has a long way to go chasing his dads total of 61 
winners at Royal Ascot meetings but he hopes to get his first one this year and 
then progress from there. Horses who could help Joseph get scoring are No 
Needs Never, Dom Carlos, Latrobe and Arthurian Fame. Formerly trained by 
Andre Fabre in France is Light Pillar who could go well for Joseph in the Ascot 
Stakes and Australian owned Downdraft who could go for the Melbourne Cup 
yet over here has a 96 handicap mark which could make him of interest in the 
King George V Handicap. Watch out for Joseph’s entries and runners.


They say FOLLOW A TEAM IN FORM… High Roller Racing… IS IN GREAT 
FORM… join today for FREE and only pay £10 a WINNER… a maximum of 
one top selection per day. Follow the WINNING LINK BELOW… 

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well what a treat of sport we have with the world cup and Royal Ascot in the 
same week and I’m looking forward to getting stuck in to today’s Ascot card. I 
did have small bet on England yesterday taking 9/1 for a Kane headed goal. 
So the injury time winner was a double celebration. 


Right let’s get straight into it here. 


Ascot 2-30 Group 1 (Class 1) 8f - LIGHTENING SPEAR at 10/1 would probably 
be a solid each way selection and is a better price than 7/2 against 
Rhododendron who beat him by a short head. SO BELOVED 100/1 looks a 
huge price and comes out well on our ratings despite having plenty to find at 
the weights. 


Ascot 3-05 Group 2 (Class 1) 6f - INDIGO BALANCE at 14/1 is the horse for us 
here I was taken with the run at the Curragh – Slowly away stayed on well to 
win going away. A really nice-looking horse and full brother to a group 2 
winner. I would play each way to spread the risk. 


Ascot 3-40 Group 1 (Class 1) 5f - BATTASH at 5/2 is the one for me here. 
Totally demolished a group 1 field in Chantilly last year and his win at Haydock 
has been franked. Hopefully Lady Aurillia will run out of juice setting it up 
nicely for the selection.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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